Physics 416 Quiz  
Quiz 2 Capitalization

Name: ___________________________________

Examine the bolded words and underline the ones that should be capitalized. For guidance consult Celia Elliott’s lecture on capitalization, the AIP style manual, and Strunk and White.

1. The **milky way galaxy** is the most impressive galaxy in the entire **universe**.

2. I **xeroxed** my applications to **the university of michigan** and **the ohio state university**.

3. On **wednesday february 2nd** at 2:00 **p.m.** I have an appointment with **dr. i. m. smart, phd**.

4. It makes sense that **bosons** should obey **bose-einstein** statistics.

5. The **hamiltonian** was difficult to interpret under **einstein’s general theory of relativity**.

6. A current of 10 **amperes dc** gave rise to a field of 400 **gauss**.

7. The mixture of **oxygen (o)**, **helium (he)** and **einsteinium (es)** led the following conclusion: **heavy** metals absorb polarized molecules readily. However, they do not easily absorb non-polarized molecules.

8. We obtained two parameters: **the** quantum cyclotron radius and the **debye** shielding radius.

9. Enrico Fermi lent his name to **fermions**, **fermi–dirac** statistics, **fermi energy**, the **fermi** unit of length, and **fermionic** behavior.

10. Tricky question for fun: I prefer **german** chocolate over **baker’s** chocolate.